The following section details the proofs used to bound the time and space complexity of BWM * , and the details of the BWM * algorithm (described in Section 3) of the main paper. Section A.1 describes the time complexity to compute TESS before running BWM * or A * , which allows protein designers to select the most efficient algorithm for their particular protein design problem. In Section A.2 and Section A.3, an overview of the BWM * algorithm and its time complexity are provided. Section A.4 gives a proof showing that BWM * computes the full GMEC and the full ensemble. Section A.5 describes the required data structures to reduce the space complexity, giving proofs of correctness, and consequently the space complexity. Finally, Section A.5 combines these proofs into Theorem 6.
Theorem 1. TESS can be computed in O(n 2 + β t ) time, where β t is the time taken to compute the branchdecomposition of a sparse graph.
Proof. TESS is defined as λ r∈M λ ∪λ q r . To calculate TESS, the following values are needed: the number of unpruned rotamers q for each residue, which is available after DEE, and the M -sets and λ-sets for each edge, which are available after computing the branch-decomposition in β t time. For an n-residue design and the residue interaction graph G, there are at most n 2 edges in G, and thus pruning up to n 2 edges is O(n 2 ) time. Because each mutable residue appears in exactly one λ-set, there are at most n nonempty λ-sets, and by definition, |M ∪ λ| ≤ n. The sum of the product of each M ∪ λ set is thus O(n 2 ) as well. When the branch-decomposition is computed with an algorithm that returns in guaranteed polynomial time β t = n O(1) , O(n 2 + β t ) is polynomial time.
A.2 Algorithm: Preprocessing
The first phase of BWM * is a preprocessing phase in which all optimal subsolutions are computed and stored in a recursive heap. BWM * performs post-order traversal of the branch-decomposition: at every edge, the λ-set is computed and for every nonempty λ-set all possible partial assignments to M ∪ λ are computed. λ-set residues interact only with each other and the residues of their respective M -sets,. Therefore, the optimal assignment to residues of the λ-set, henceforth called a λ-assignment, can be determined while considering only the residues of these two sets. All other residues in the L-set of an edge must be in the λ-set of one of its children, and can be precomputed. This is trivially true at the leaf, and true by definition during post order traversal. This process exhaustively enumerates all conformations in M ∪ λ.
In addition to computing the optimal partial assignment for each λ-set, we store all partial assignments in canonical min heaps, henceforth called λ-heaps. For every possible assignment to residues of the M -set, henceforth called an M -assignment, a corresponding λ-heap stores all possible assignments to λ, sorted by the energy of the assignment to M ∪ λ. An example can be seen in Figure 1 . Starting from the root of the branch-decomposition, the lowest-energy conformation can be determined by finding the lowest-energy partial conformation at each heap, and finding the corresponding optimal subsolution consistent with the partial assignment assembled so far.
To bound the cost of preprocessing, we now give an upper bound on the size of |M ∪ λ| by combining the M sets of three edges adjacent to some internal tree node t. Let the three edges adjacent to t be denoted as p, c 1 , and c 2 . The union of their M -sets gives an upper bound on |M ∪ λ|.
Theorem 2. The maximum subproblem M ∪ λ can be bounded by the relation |M ∪ λ| ≤ Proof. Let p be an edge in the branch-decomposition with branch-width w, and M (p) and λ(p) be its M -set and λ-set. We will first consider the two M sets of its children c 1 and c 2 , denoted as M (c 1 ) and M (c 2 ), and their relationship to M (p). For each child edge c i , let us decompose M (c i ) into two sets:
, the graph vertices of M (c i ) contributing to λ(p). These are in the subtree separated by e but not M (c i ). M (p) and λ(p) are disjoint by definition, and |M *
and by definition λ c 1 (p) = λ c 2 (p) = λ(p). The union of these three sets M (c 1 ), M (c 2 ), and M (p) is then bounded by: Fig. 1 . For each assignment to c and e (the assignment (c3, e7) pictured above), store all possible assignments to d in a partially ordered structure called a min heap, as the green binary tree in the lower left corner. By constructing this heap for each Massignment of every nonempty λ-set, the optimal assignment to d can be determined efficiently.
The sort key of nodes in H are the sum of the their own self key (derived from the original λ-heap), and the smallest keys of their two children, i.e. the root keys of its two children.
The topmost level of H, called the root heap r, corresponds to the λ-heap for the root edge of T . Every node in H has as its two child heaps the λ-heaps whose M -assignment match its M ∪ λ-assignment. This relationship is also recursive, and every λ-heap computed during preprocessing is used in H.
Fig. 2.
For the c λ-heap node containing rotamer c4, its two children contribute optimal partial conformations from the min of their respective heaps for c4, corresponding to (a1, b3) and (d2, e4). Adding the scores of these heaps together gives a cumulative score of −48.
When preprocessing has completed, a λ-heap has been constructed for every M -assignment to every nonempty λ-set, and these λ-heaps have been used to construct a recursive heap structure for efficient enumeration.
A.3 Algorithm: Enumeration
We now describe the enumeration phase. BWM * calls the function update on the constructed recursive heap H until no more conformations remain.
The update function is a general concept that guarantees completeness and correctness so long as a heap uses an update function that is complete and monotonically increasing. The update function takes as input a key/data pair in a λ-heap node, and returns a successor key/data pair, which replaces the current key and data contained in the heap node. The successor key is guaranteed to be of greater or equal sort order than the current key, and can be considered a monotonically increasing function. update uses the bubble down procedure, which is described afterwards.
Proposition A1 After calling update and bubble down , the λ-assignment of the min of the root heap is consistent with the next lowest energy conformation.
Proof. Let H be a recursive heap, with root heap r. Assume the root node c of r is not consistent with the next lowest energy conformation c * . This implies that during bubble down , some λ-assignment a became the root of a λ-heap instead of the λ-assignment a * that is consistent with c * . Either that heap is not a valid heap as the energy for the L-assignment of a * must be lower than a , or c * is not the next lowest energy conformation, leading to a contradiction.
We can now show the full correctness and completeness of the enumeration algorithm.
Theorem A1
The enumeration algorithm enumerates all conformations in order of sparse energy. Proof. After preprocessing, the min of the root heap contains the energy of the sparse GMEC and the λ-assignment consistent with it. From Proposition A1, we know that this is true after update is called. Since the algorithm calls update between every reported conformation, the min of the root heap always contains the energy of the next best energy conformation unless the root heap is empty, and all possible conformations have been enumerated.
We now show that the time to remove the min of the recursive heap H is as follows:
Theorem A2 update followed by bubble down takes O(n log q) time to remove the minimum energy conformation from H.
Proof. Both update and bubble down are log-time operations in the size of the λ-heap, which is bounded by q |λ| . For each of the m total λ-sets, a λ-heap is visited. Since every residue exists in exactly one λ-set the sum of |λ| of all λ-sets is exactly n. By adding the cost of two log-time operations for each visited λ-heap, we show the total cost:
Theorem A3 After calling update and bubble down , the min of H corresponds to the next best conformation.
Proof. This is trivially true after the bubble down procedure has been called. The next best conformation contains the lowest sort key. Since H satisfied the heap property before calling update the next lowest sort key must correspond to the root r or its two children. Because update recursively propagates down and up the heap, this is true for all λ-heaps on which update and bubble down have operated.
With these results we can now prove the time complexity for the algorithm to enumerate the next best conformation.
Theorem 4. Enumerating the next best conformation takes O(n log q) time to remove the minimum energy conformation from H Proof. From Theorem A2 and Theorem A3 we see that the algorithm need only call update and bubble down to to obtain the next best conformation, which it can then return in linear time. These three steps can be done in O(n log q) time.
A.4 Sparse Error Bounds
To show the bounds on error introduced by sparse graphs, we first define two terms to bound the largest possible difference between sparse and full energy for any conformation c. Let E max = e∈E max c∈C e(c) and
e(c) bound the positive and negative energy change for c, respectively. While these bounds are loose, they have the benefit of being computable in polynomial time. With these two terms we can bound the total energy difference between the full GMEC c * and the sparse GMEC c . The following lemma bounds the sparse energy difference between the sparse GMEC and full GMEC. Lemma 1. The difference in sparse energy between the sparse GMEC c and the full GMEC c * is bounded by the relationship
Proof. By definition, if the sparse GMEC and full GMEC are different, they are the minima of their respective energy functions. The sparse GMEC must have a lower energy according to the sparse graph, and the full GMEC must have a lower energy according to the full graph.
By definition, we can bound E (c ) and E (c * ):
Substituting these definitions into the inequalities, we get:
From Equation ( 9 ), we know that E(c ) − E(c * ) > 0, which means |E(c ) − E(c * )| = E(c ) − E(c * ), and therefore:
With these results we can now show that a sparse ensemble S of conformations within E w + E max − E min of the sparse GMEC is guaranteed to contain the full ensemble S * of all conformations within E w of the full GMEC.
and E (c * ) + E max into the inequalities, we get:
Conversely, for any sparse ensemble S of conformations within a different energy window E w of the sparse GMEC we can show that S contains all conformations E w − E max + E min from the full GMEC.
Corollary 1.
A sparse ensemble S containing all conformations within E w of the sparse GMEC for any E w ≥ E max − E min contains the full GMEC and all conformations within E w − E max + E min of the full GMEC.
Proof. We simply use Theorem 5 to show the bounds required for S to contain all conformations within an energy window E w where E w = E w + E max − E min from the full GMEC. Since E w ≥ E max − E min we know that the full GMEC is in S . To guarantee S contains all conformations E w from the full GMEC, we expand E w by the sparse error bounds, E max − E min . This expanded energy window therefore contains all conformations within E w + E max − E min = E w − E max + E min + E max − E min = E w of the sparse GMEC.
A.5 Space Complexity
This section describes the additional data structures used during the enumeration phase, and proves bounds on the resulting time and space complexity. During the enumeration phase, when an edge p has two child edges with nonempty λ-sets, an auxiliary heap is created. This is used to track which combinations of Lassignments from its two child heaps have not yet been enumerated. The left subtree of p contains partial conformations from the L-set of its left child edge, and the right subtree contains partial conformations from the L-set of its right child edge. Conformations from the left subtree are stored in the auxiliary heap, with a split-update function (Function 3) that traverses a list of conformations from the right subtree. The list can be enumerated lazily, and new conformations from the right subtree are not calculated until a conformation from the left subtree has already been combined with all previously computed conformations from the right subtree. The split-update function. By using an auxiliary heap, it computes the next lowest sum of its two child heaps for each λ-assignment and uses that as its child energy.
This partitioning of the space of conformations reduces the memory costs for enumeration in order of increasing sparse energy. We first give a proof of correctness for this approach by showing that an energy function which can be represented as the sum of smaller functions of disjoint variable sets has the same minimum as the original, aggregate energy function.
Proposition A2 Let c ∈ C be a conformation in the set of all possible conformations C. Let R A and R B be two disjoint sets of residues from the set of mutable residues R. By extension, let c A be the rotamer assignments to R A in c, and c B be the rotamer assignments to R B in c. If
Proof. Let c = arg min c∈C E (c) be the sparse GMEC. We can partition c into c A and c B , the respective partial conformations for residues in A and those in B. From our assumption, E (c ) = E(c A ) + E(c B ). Let c * A = min
and c is not the optimal conformation, giving us a contradiction, or E(c A ) + E (c B ) < E (c * A ) + E (c B ), which is also a contradiction. Similarly, if c * B does not have the same energy as the lowest energy conformation for the energy function of only terms from B, then one of them must be lower energy and one must be better than the other for both functions, making the true optimal conformation of B to be the lower of the two. Proof.
With these proofs, we can show that auxiliary heaps enumerate in order of summed sort key, just as recursive heap nodes with only one child heap would.
Proposition A3 For an internal tree edge p, auxiliary heaps enumerate all combinations of its two child heaps in order of summed sort key.
Proof. Because the two λ-sets of p's children are disjoint sets, once its M -set is assigned to a conformation the remaining energy can be separated as described in Proposition A2, and assignments to one λ-set will not change the score or optimal assignments for the other, as seen in Corollary A1. As a result, the λ-set of the left subtree and the λ-set of the right subtree can be enumerated independently, and for any given partial assignment to one λ-set, the optimal order of λ-assignments from the other λ-set is fixed and can be traversed in a linked list. Since the linked list is enumerated in order of sort key for all possible λ-assignments of the auxiliary heap, the auxiliary heap is a recursive heap with a correct update function and thus a correct recursive heap.
Lazy heaps Given a partial conformation from its parent, a node must access the correct λ-heap given the assignments to its M -set. Since the M -set of an edge need not contain all residues missing from the L-set of that edge, multiple copies of the same λ-heap may be needed to account for assignments to residues outside of M ∪ L. To reduce memory costs, conformations use lazy heaps to only copy nodes from the precomputed λ-heaps when needed. Initially, an empty local heap is constructed, and the root of the template λ-heap is copied into the local heap. The self-key of the node is then defined to be the key of the root of the local heap. When update has been performed on all heap nodes left in the local heap, an additional node is copied in from the template heap, and the self-key of the node is updated.
Proposition A4 Lazy heaps enumerate all key/data pairs from the template λ-heap in order of sort key.
Proof. Before copying any nodes from the template heap, no calls to update have been made on any heap nodes, and the root of the template heap contains the smallest key of all keys of all nodes in the heap. After copying nodes into the local heap, the smallest key will either be the min of the local heap, which contains nodes on which update has been called, or the min of the template heap, on which no update calls have been made. Choosing one of these two nodes is guaranteed to return the next lowest energy conformation. Because the algorithm enumerates until the local heap is empty, and the local heap is only empty when there are no more template heap nodes to copy, lazy heaps are complete.
We now show that BWM * allocates at most O(n) nodes to enumerate each additional conformation.
Proposition A5 Each additional conformation requires at most O(n) lazy heap nodes.
Proof. In the worst case, all n mutable residues are in separate λ-heaps at the branch-decomposition, introducing n − 1 internal heaps, corresponding to the largest possible number of internal nodes for a binary tree with n leaves. To calculate the next lowest energy conformation, the enumeration scheme visits all n − 1 internal heaps, and thus allocates at most n − 1 lazy heap nodes.
We now show that BWM * enumerates each additional conformation in O(n log q) with lazy heaps and auxiliary heaps.
Theorem A4 Using lazy heaps, each additional conformation takes at most O(n log q) time, and k additional conformations take at most O(kn log q) time.
Proof. To calculate the next lowest energy conformation, the enumeration scheme visits at most n − 1 internal lazy heaps, and exactly n λ-heaps. At each heap it performs the bubble down operation once, or the remove min operation once, both of which are O(log q) time operations.
Inverted Tries To further reduce memory costs, conformations are stored in an inverted trie structure: starting from the leaves of the compacted branch-decomposition, nodes containing λ-assignments are stored, and a pointer to the node is returned instead of a full conformation. Each non-leaf node generates a new λ-assignment for its own λ-set, stores that in a node, and points to the conformation node returned by its children.
Proposition A6 Inverted tries take O(n) space to store a conformation, and O(n) total space across all edges to store a conformation.
Proof. A conformation requires O(n) space to store. Each trie node stores a λ-assignment, and the sum of the sizes of all λ-assignments is n. The additional cost of pointers is O(1) for every λ-assignment, which is at most n, and one for every leaf node which points to the root of the inverted trie, which is also at most n.
Theorem A5 Each additional conformation takes at most O(n) space, and k additional conformations take at most O(kn) space.
Proof. At most one new rotamer is stored at each of the n positions per new conformation, incurring a memory cost of O(n) in an inverted trie.
We can now show the total complexity to enumerate a gap free list of k conformations, starting from the sparse GMEC: Theorem 6. BWM * provably computes the sparse GMEC and an ensemble of the top k conformations in O(nw 2 q 3 2 w + kn log q) time and O(nq 3 2 w + kn) space, which is guaranteed to contain all conformations within E w of the full GMEC when all conformations within E w + E max − E min have been enumerated.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3, Theorem A4, Theorem A5, and Theorem 5.
B Additional Results
The following section provides additional results in addition to those described in Section 4 of the main paper. In Section B.1, Table 1 and Table 2 show a comparison of runtimes for BWM * against A * for the remaining 9 out of 45 cases (mentioned in Section 4.3 of the main paper) in which BWM * provably computes the full ensemble. Figure 3 of Section B.2 shows a comparison of A * with a sparse energy function against BWM * for the two protein design problems shown in Figure 5 of the main paper. Section B.3 compares the sparse and full ensembles, as mentioned in Section 4.3. Figure 3 shows the runtime differences between BWM * and A * with a sparse energy function.
B.1 Additional Empirical Run Times

B.3 Sparse and Full Ensemble Differences
For the energy window of 1 kcal/mol and energy cutoff of 0.1 kcal/mol, there were 3 cases where the number of conformations enumerated by BWM * exceeded 10,000 before it provably enumerated the full ensemble. This is because the error bounds (according to Lemma 1) are large. For such cases where the full ensemble cannot be provably computed, we designed an experiment to measure how well the full ensemble (generated by A * ) can be approximated by the sparse ensemble. For this purpose we compared the sequences found in equal-sized full and sparse ensembles for those three protein design problems. We found that for these three cases, all sequences present in the full ensemble were also found in the sparse ensemble. We further separated the full and sparse ensemble into conformations with the same sequence and found that not only is the full GMEC present in the sparse ensemble, but the sparse ensemble also contains almost all low energy conformations of the full ensemble. Even though the missing conformations are the worst 33% of the ensemble, they have comparatively high energy, so when they are Boltzman-weighted for computing the binding constant they do not contribute significantly to the partition function, introducing less than a 3% difference in K * [7] scores. Overall, we found that for the 39 design problems in which BWM * computes the sparse ensemble with energy cutoff of 0.1 kcal/mol and energy window of 1 kcal/mol, in all but one case over 90% of all conformations present in the full ensemble are also present in the sparse ensemble ( Figure 4 ).
C Methods
Section C describes the experimental procedure used compare to TESS predictions with empirical runtimes for BWM * , and compare empirical performance of BWM * against A * . To test the hypothesis that TESS could predict whether BWM * or A * would be faster, and also to compute the empirical enumeration time, we ran BWM * and A * on different design problems (protein structures, mutable residues, allowed mutations). In addition to reporting on cases for which BWM * did well and outperformed A * , we wanted to find cases that tested the extreme limits of the algorithm. This kind of stress testing for very large and difficult problems is necessary in order to fairly report the strengths and limitations of new protein design algorithms. In total, we ran both BWM * and A * on 67 protein design problems taken from [4] . Each protein design problem consists of a rigid backbone design with 4-16 mutable residues and 5-10 allowed amino acid mutations per residue, using a rigid rotamer library with 153 rotamers [6] . The energy function consisted of the AMBER van der Waals and electrostatic terms [3] and the EEF1 pairwise implicit solvation model [5] . For each protein design problem, DEE was run with energy windows E w of both 0.5 kcal/mol and 1 kcal/mol. For every design problem TESS was computed to see if it would predict the performance ahead of time. For both DEE runs we ran A * to generate the full ensemble, and BWM * to generate the sparse ensemble. The BWM * run consists of the following three steps: sparse graph gener- Continued on next page 
